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By Peter May

SportsBooks Ltd. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Rebel Tours: Cricket's Crisis of
Conscience, Peter May, In 1968, cricket was at the forefront of global opposition to apartheid as the
Basil D'Oliveira affair proved a watershed in the sporting boycott against South Africa. Upon the
fall of that government 22 years later, cricket was again highly praised; the newly-released Nelson
Mandela was among many to attribute huge significance to the boycott in bringing an end to the
apartheid regime. Yet in between the boycott was repeatedly breached. Teams from England, the
West Indies, Australia (all twice), and Sri Lanka (once) toured South Africa in defiance of the
sanctions, playing unofficial 'Tests' and 'one-day internationals' against 'home' teams to meet the
voracious demand of a sports-hungry white populace. These 'rebel tours' constituted perhaps the
largest crisis in cricket history. The ICC imposed three-year international bans on every rebel tourist,
depriving the game of many distinguished performers. But the tours delighted their South African
hosts Despite the fevered controversy and heavy penalties, many players considered the rewards -
usually a year's salary, tax-free - adequate compensation, and tours continued right up until the fall
of apartheid: Mike Gatting was leading the...
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It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .

Thorough information! Its such a excellent read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your pdf. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Johna thon Moor e-- Johna thon Moor e
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